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We have been impressing with innovative products, practical system solutions and attractive 

designs for more than 80 years. We are constantly developing ourselves, our company and 

our range. As we know: you expect the best all the time.  

And that‘s what we want to give you.

MEISTER is committed to its location.

We think internationally but remain a German company – 640 employees 

guarantee Made in Germany premium quality day in day out.

MEISTER is a leading innovator.

Intelligent ideas make us the driving force behind the industry – over 200 patents and  

utility models are impressive evidence of this.

MEISTER accepts responsibility for the environment.

We act sustainably in all areas – careful product selection protects resources and the climate.

MEISTER stands for specialist retail.

We focus on reliable partnerships with specialist retail and specialist trade – our ”100% PRO 

Producer/Dealer/Craftsmen“ network guarantees first-class products, professional advice and 

expert assembly.

Every day a 
 masterpiece
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LD 400 | Vintage brown larch 6296 | Wood effect

LD 300 | 20 Melango | Medium oak 6131 | Wood effect
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Welcome to the world 
of masters of expressionism.

Rooms full of life.



Nature is a master of form and colour. Our claim for premium lami-

nate fl ooring from MEISTER is to get as close to this as possible. To 

do this we take the utmost care when developing our decors. We are 

only satisfi ed once you can no longer see the difference between the 

surfaces and real wood, stone or textiles at fi rst glance. Structures 

specially coordinated to the individual surfaces ensure the greatest 

possible degree of natural reproduction. In conjunction with selected 

raw materials and excellent workmanship, fi rst-class brand products 

result that you can enjoy for a long time.

Be inspired – for rooms full of life.

A MEISTER master class
 in nature.

LIGHT

MEDIUM

DARK

Link to Homepage: 
www.meister.com



LAMINATE FLOORING | PHILOSOPHY | COLOUR SCHEMES

Flooded with light

Laminate fl ooring in the light 

colour scheme supports many 

furnishing styles when used 

with both complementary and 

contrasting colours creating 

pleasant tranquillity. From lively 

to harmonious, you decide 

which fl oor should go with your 

furnishings.

Balanced

These fl oors are masters of per-

fect balancing acts and change 

their expression according to 

their environment. They ground 

the fl ighty and give wings to the 

down-to-earth. You decide how 

you use laminate fl ooring from 

the medium colour scheme 

creatively in your home.

Deep

Laminate fl ooring creates an 

irresistible ambience in rich dark 

colours. The decors from this 

colour scheme elegantly com-

plement any furnishing, from 

the tasteful to the modern. You 

decide whether the dark fl ooring 

should act as a striking excla-

mation mark or harmoniously 

complement your home.

Which colour scheme
gets your heart racing?

Sometimes it‘s a clear vision, sometimes just a vague idea but it is always 

a desire for a cosy home that guides you when choosing your fl oor. Many 

totally different factors infl uence your choice. Often the colour is the 

crucial concept. It harmoniously complements the furnishing or creates 

dramatic contrasts. When you select your fl oor you signifi cantly infl uence 

the overall effect of a room. We have therefore broken down our laminate 

fl ooring into three colour schemes for guidance and inspiration.

LIGHT1 2 3MEDIUM DARK
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LD 200 | Light timber 6279 | Wood effect



Heaven 
   on a light fl oor.
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Beautifully light!

LD 200 | Light timber 

6279 | Wood effect

LD 300 | 25 Melango

Pure ash 6286 | Wood effect

Light looks are totally trendy – MEISTER presents a large number of 

wonderful laminate fl ooring in this colour scheme. With the experi-

ence of three generations, a passion for craftsmanship and a knack 

for innovation, fl oors result that impress with their inner and outer 

values. On the next few pages we have captured some beautiful 

examples of light surfaces, which are representative of the whole 

colour scheme.

LB 250 | Cream textile 6146 | Imitation 

LC 200 | Pure cracked 

oak 6282 | Wood effect

LC 200 | Sahara oak 6262 

Wood effect

LD 400 | White oak 6327 

Wood effect

Link to Interior Designer:
www.meister.com/en/service/service-
center/interior-designer.html

LD 200 | Light timber 6279 | Wood effect
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LS 300 | Vanilla 

oak 6265 

Wood effect

LS 300 | White 

spruce 6025 

Wood effect

LD 300 | 25 Melango | Pure ash 6286 | Wood effect 

LB 250 | Cream textile 6146 | Imitation

LAMINATE FLOORING | LIGHT 



Home, 
sweet home.
Where can I be myself if not at home? 

Unpretentious furnishing meets authentic 

fl ooring – impressively realised with natural 

looking surface structures.

LD 200 | Light timber 6279 | Wood effect 

Skirting board profi le 12 PK | Plain white gloss 324 

(decorative fi lm)
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LS 300 | White spruce 6025 | Wood effect

LAMINATE FLOORING | LIGHT 



Premium laminate fl ooring from MEISTER can really take a lot: those awkward 

years lived out in the children‘s room as well as a change of furnishing style and 

an urge to redesign walls. Just as masterful – PVC-free, made without any harm-

ful plasticisers and solvents and its easiness to clean make this laminate fl ooring 

particularly suitable for people with allergies.

LS 300 | Vanilla oak 6265 | Wood effect

A tough 
 performer.
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LC 200 | Pure cracked oak 6282 | Wood effect 

LAMINATE FLOORING | LIGHT 



LB 250 | Cream textile 6146 | Imitation 

Wood? Textile? Do your eyes deceive you? A little bit, as this is also 

laminate fl ooring. Besides authentic wood effects, MEISTER also offers 

beautiful stone and textile imitations. The plank formats are coordi-

nated to the respective surfaces and range from classic tile format with 

integrated dark contrasting joint to various 3-strip versions to elegant 

1-strip planks.

V ariety
is our programme.
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LD 300 | 25 Melango | Pure ash 6286 | Wood effect 

LAMINATE FLOORING | LIGHT 



    Wo w  effects
included.

MEISTER maximises the format with the LD 400 château plank in its unique 

length of 2600mm. There is no repeated decor even with this generous 

dimension.

Regardless of format, our laminate fl ooring stands out due to its elegant 

looks, its character is accentuated by effective surface structures. 

Give your home a special vibrancy with MEISTER laminate fl ooring.

 LC 200 | Sahara oak 6262 | Wood effect
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LD 400 | White oak 6327 | Wood effect

LAMINATE FLOORING | LIGHT 



LD 300 | 20 Melango | Medium oak 6131 | Wood effect 
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Masters of b alancing acts
from the centre.

LAMINATE FLOORING | MEDIUM 



Right in the middle and
never off the mark.

LD 300 | 25 Melango | Cappuccino cracked vintage oak 6317 | Wood effect

If light is too light and dark is too dark then the golden mean of all possible 

colours is alluring. Just how you like it: fl oors from the medium colour scheme 

complement and support your interior design style. Like all MEISTER laminate 

fl ooring, our medium scheme is also fi rst-class and guarantees you a resistant 

fl oor that remains beautiful over many years.

LD 300 | 25 Melango | White grey oak 6277 | Wood effect 

LD 300 | 20 Melango | Medium oak 6131 | Wood effect 

LD 300 | 20 Melango | Cream grey oak 6285 | Wood effect 

LD 300 | 20 Melango | Light vintage pine 6283 | Wood effect 

LD 300 | 20 Melango | Medium oak 6131 | Wood effect 
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LS 300 

Light cracked 

oak 6258 

Wood effect

Link to Interior Designer:
www.meister.com/en/service/

service-center/interior-designer.html

LC 100 | Toffee oak 

6266 | Wood effect

LC 100 | Cognac cracked 

oak 6281 | Wood effect

LS 300 | Light cracked oak 6258 | Wood effect

LAMINATE FLOORING | MEDIUM 



LD 300 | 20 Melango | Medium oak 6131 | Wood effect 
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Bring more life into your rooms! The impressive oak laminate fl ooring modelled 

totally on nature with distinctive grain, clear knots, visible pores and contrasting 

cracks provides an attractive basis for a homely ambience with its rich play on 

colours. Bring even more of the outdoors inside using furnishing and accessories. 

And those who provide enough humidity, especially during the heating period, 

create a room climate healthy for living that both people and fl ooring benefi t 

from equally.

The most beautiful spot for 
 nature lovers? Indoors!

LD 300 | 25 Melango | Cappuccino cracked vintage oak 6317 | Wood effect

LAMINATE FLOORING | MEDIUM 

Skirting board profi le 8 PK | Plain white gloss 324 (decorative fi lm)



LD 300 | 20 Melango | Light vintage pine 6283 | Wood effect

Once a plank‘s length easily cracks the two metre mark interesting design possibilities 

open up for rooms and room transitions. Particularly striking: the extra long planks 

laid across the room without any end joints, for a spacious look.

Skirting board profi le 10 PK | Plain white gloss 324 (decorative fi lm)
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Let‘s put our cards on the table! 

Can you see where the joints run 

on this laminate fl ooring? No? 

We can‘t either. Flooring can be 

installed as smoothly as this.

LC 100 | Cognac cracked oak 6281 | Wood effect 

Who  has hooked
the  most 

beautiful fl oor?

LAMINATE FLOORING | MEDIUM 



LD 300 | 20 Melango | Cream grey oak 6285 | Wood effect 
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Beauty
through and through.

LS 300 | Light cracked oak 6258 | Wood effect

The beauty of MEISTER premium laminate fl ooring focuses on quality layer by layer. From a fi rst-class base material,

to intelligent product structure that ensures stability and easy installation, to the scratch-resistant Diamond Pro 

surface: it‘s not just the outer values that are spot on here but also the inner values.

LAMINATE FLOORING | MEDIUM 



The really confi dent know how to 

stand back. Laid harmoniously, 

with a wonderfully accomplished 

appearance, the laminate fl ooring 

classic LC 100 takes on the right 

role for any style.

LC 100 | Toffee oak 6266 | Wood effect 
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Only the fl oor 
 whispers here.

This fl oor can take on anything: high heels, court 

shoes and peep toes, so that the lady of the house 

does not have to tiptoe through rooms when she has 

her favourite shoes on. Anyone who values peace and 

quiet should choose a fl oor with integrated MEISTER 

sound-absorbing cushion.

LD 300 | 25 Melango | White grey oak 6277 | Wood effect

LAMINATE FLOORING | MEDIUM 



Temptation is
     dark.

LD 400 | Brown vintage larch 6296 | Wood effect 
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Really  well
done.

Dark fl oors are creative exclamation marks. The magical eye-

catchers whose play on colours reminds you of espresso, mocha 

and cappuccino lend any room a really special atmosphere. Like all 

MEISTER laminate fl oors they impress with expressive decors and 

authentic surface structures.

LB 250 | Slate anthracite 6137 | Imitation

LD 400 | Brown vintage larch 

6296 | Wood effect 

LD 300 | 25 Melango

Titanium oak 6278 | Wood effect

LD 200 | Nougat oak 6269 | Wood effect 

Link to Interior Designer:
www.meister.com/en/
service/service-center/
interior-designer.html
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LD 400 | Brown vintage larch 6296 | Wood effect 

LD 300 | 20 Melango 

Smoked oak 6035 

Wood effect 

LD 200 | Nougat oak 

6269 | Wood effect

LC 100 | Dark walnut 

6081 | Wood effect 

LAMINATE FLOORING | DARK 



Be it a classic 3-strip plank or large-format château plank, MEISTER laminate fl ooring always cuts 

a fi ne fi gure. The LD 400 collection's planks are spacious and elegant at 2600 x 238 millimetres 

and set new standards. With appropriate pre-sorting of the planks, even the trained eye fi nds it 

diffi cult to see any repeated decor over the installed area. You simply cannot get enough of it.

LD 400 | Brown vintage larch 6296 | Wood effect 

A feast 
 for the eyes.

Skirting board profi le 9 PK

Stainless steel 063 (decorative fi lm)
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LC 100 | Dark walnut 6081 | Wood effect

LAMINATE FLOORING | DARK 



Gracefulness in the 
  grey zone.

Distinctive shades of grey go well with the many brown 

tones in the dark colour scheme. Combined with timeless 

furnishing and light colours, such as white and silver, oak 

decor develops a surprisingly modern character in this 

colour constellation.
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LD 300 | 25 Melango | Titanium oak 6278 | Wood effect

Skirting board profi le 9 PK

Plain white gloss 324 (decorative fi lm)

LAMINATE FLOORING | DARK 



LD 300 | 20 Melango | Smoked oak 6035 | Wood effect 
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The fl oor provides a dark contrast to the light 

walls. Rustic fl oor meets modern kitchen. 

Change of room. The natural shade of the fl oor 

creates an appealing contrast to the colourful 

interior design. Between the decoration, wall 

design and choice of fl oor an exciting canvas 

opens for effective creations using contrasts. 

Contrasts are something for connoisseurs. 

And masters.

LD 200 | Nougat oak 6269 | Wood effect

Living with
contrasts.

Skirting board profi le 15 PK | White, can be painted 2222 (decorative fi lm)

LAMINATE FLOORING | DARK 



Ju st
relax.

Birthdays, Christmases, promotions, christenings – may you never run out of 

occasions for magical celebrations at home. Laminate fl ooring from MEISTER 

gives you the security of having a really tough and easy to clean fl oor under 

your feet, regardless of whether you decide on a wood, textile or stone decor.

LB 250 | Slate anthracite 6137 | Wood effect
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LD 300 | 20 Melango | Smoked oak 6035 | Wood effect

LAMINATE FLOORING | DARK 



The Blue Angel

The result of our responsible choice of materials and modern production processes is that all MEISTER 

fl oors carry the Blue Angel – the world‘s fi rst and most well-known award for environmentally friendly 

products and services. This means you can be sure you are choosing a low-emissions, ecological fl oor.

General building supervision permission

granted by the German Institute for Building Engineering (DIBt)

CE mark 

All MEISTER laminate fl ooring complies with all European 

health and safety regulations.

Institute Construction and Environment

Together with the Association of European Producers of Laminate Flooring (EPLF), 

MeisterWerke Schulte GmbH supports sustainable building using environmental product declarations 

from the Institut Bauen und Umwelt e.V. (Institute Construction and Environment (IBU) e.V.).

Declaration number: EPD-MWS-2011111-D

MEISTER warranty

We are so convinced of the quality of our laminate fl ooring that we give you a warranty of up to 25 years 

on it, depending on the collection. You receive a fl oor from MEISTER, which will even impress with its 

valuable look, high resistance and easiness to clean in many years time.

Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Aw ard-winning –
laminate fl ooring from MEISTER.

EPLF - Association of European Producers of Laminate Flooring

The MeisterWerke Schulte GmbH is a member of the Association of European Producers of Laminate 

Flooring and the slogan of the EPLF logo puts it in a nutshell: As European brand-name manufacturers 

we are well-known in the world for our laminate fl ooring of certifi ed quality, technological sophistica-

tion, with excellent usage properties and a fi rst class eco-balance, convincing in looks and surface 

feel – additionally with ever new, creative and decorative ideas.

MADE IN GERMANY

We are fi rmly rooted in our location and see it as much more than just the name of where we come 

from. For us, “Made in Germany” also means top quality standards. It is our daily challenge to meet these.
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Innovative products and system solutions 

are always the result of teamwork at 

MeisterWerke.

The careful selection of materials and 

decor guarantees the best result.

Our products undergo extensive quality 

tests on their way to becoming the per-

fect interior design object.

   Welcome  to 
MeisterWerke.

We have been passionately developing and making products for rooms full of life for many years. At our 

company headquarters in Rüthen-Meiste, in the beautiful region of Sauerland, it is our daily challenge 

to perfect these and therefore ensure the greatest benefi t for our customers.

Our love of innovation is evident in everything: in our huge range, in our company 

and in the way we work together. Always collaboratively and fairly but also purposefully and reliably. 

Our company motto is: a MeisterWerke masterpiece every day!

As a family-run company we also think about future generations. That‘s why respect 

for nature and natural resources is a matter of course for us. We place great importance on envi-

ronmentally sound origin and short transport routes when choosing our materials. Independent test 

institutes verify that the materials used are harmless. Resulting in products that combine top quality, 

maximum comfort and a great feeling year after year. For your rooms full of life.

Link to MeisterWerke: 
www.meisterwerke.com

LAMINATE FLOORING | QUALITY 



The fl ooring is lowered right next to 

the neighbouring plank.

Thorough intelligent quality 
through and through.

Masterclic Plus
The unique system for fast laying and 

secure connection. The combination of 

the patented Masterclic Plus system at the 

short-end side with the tried and tested lon-

gitudinal Uniclic connection provides great 

ease of installation.

Two things give MEISTER premium laminate fl ooring its 

amazingly long life: the high quality, carefully selected 

materials and the intelligent multi-layer structure. 

Together with the dimensionally stable HDF middle layer 

used by us, this guarantees you a resistant fl oor that 

remains beautiful over many years.

LD 200
LD 200 S

Width 198mm

1287mm

2600mm

632mm

LC 100
LC 100 S

Width 198mm

LC 200
LC 200 S

Width 198mm

LS 300
LS 300 S

Width 140mm

LD 300 | 20 Melango
LD 300 | 20 S Melango

Width 208mm

LD 400

Width 238mm

LB 250

Width 325mm

2052mm

1

LD 300 | 25 Melango
LD 300 | 25 S Melango

Width 248mm
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Plank formats
The plank formats range from 63 centimetres with the LB 250 collection to the impressive 

2.6 metre long LD 400 château plank. Added to this, the range offers planks in widths from 

140 to 325mm.

Three different strip looks are available with 1-strip, 2-strip and 3-strip.

Product structure

Link to Installation instructions: 
www.meister.com/en/service/service-center/

installation-and-care-instructions.html

Each layer of the MEISTER laminate fl oor takes on specifi c tasks. This multi-layer structure‘s 

sophisticated interplay is responsible for our planks‘ inner and outer values. Many laminate 

fl oors from MEISTER are also available with an integrated sound-absorbing cushion. All 

fl ooring is suitable for installation on controlled hot-water underfl oor heating.

Overlay

Anti-static decor paper

HDF middle layer AquaSafe

Backing

Integrated sound absorption* 
(with the collections 
LD 300 | 25 S Melango, 
LD 300 | 20 S Melango, 
LD 200 S, LS 300 S, 
LC 200 S and LC 100 S)

*The use of loose insulating underlay is not 

required when installing MEISTER laminate 

fl ooring with integrated sound absorption.

After lowering, the fl ooring is not yet 

locked at the ends.

The tongue is only activated when the 

next row is laid.

This is what laminate fl ooring is like nowadays: 
 convenient laying, 
intelligent structure, perfect formats.

This results in a secure 

connection.

MEISTER laminate fl ooring not only plays its most beautiful assets in material and appearance but the incredibly easy 

installation, large selection of formats and sophisticated product structure also impress. 

2 3 4

LAMINATE FLOORING | CLICK SYSTEMS | FORMATS | PRODUCT STRUCTURE



At MEISTER we are only satisfi ed once the combination of 

decor and surface structure imitate the natural ideal as 

perfectly as possible. At that point, a laminate fl oor makes 

the leap into the MEISTER premium collection.

Wood fi nish matt structure (WM)

A deeply embossed relief emphasises 

the grain run of the reproduced wood 

fi bres and conveys an impression of a 

brushed wood surface. The matt ap-

pearance visibly and tangibly produces 

the natural impression of untreated or 

naturally oiled real wood.

Raw wood pore structure (RP)

An elegant surface structure that 

imitates the natural appearance of 

untreated or naturally oiled real woods. 

With this technology the fi nest planing 

tool marks visually and tangibly empha-

sise the look of freshly sanded wood.

Out ward appearances 
 with depth.

Special pore effect (PS)

Embossed surfaces give MEISTER

laminate fl oors even more authenticity– 

especially with the special pore effect 

printing. As with this the pores, fi lled 

knots and cracks are individually coordi-

nated to the decor pattern underneath. 

Different depths and degrees of gloss 

determine the variety of the special 

pore structures and give this laminate 

fl oor a really authentic appearance.
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Wood fi nish structure (WF)

A deeply embossed relief along the 

grain run of the reproduced wood 

fi bres conveys the impression of a 

brushed wood surface. The result: 

authenticity that can be seen and felt.

Matt pore structure (MP)

Matt surfaces with a fi ne even structure 

lend select wood effects an elegant and 

sophisticated character.

Elegant pore structure (EP)

This high quality structure is based 

on the principle of the special pore 

effect printing. The embossed pores 

run parallel to the wood fi bres‘ decor 

pattern underneath. In combina-

tion with the matt surface the silk 

matt shimmering pores produce an 

elegant and natural overall look.

Saw-cut structure (S)

With laminate fl ooring in saw-cut look 

saw cuts running across the grain are 

recreated. They are clearly visible and 

tangible and extra emphasis is added 

visually by the matt gloss surface 

fi nish.

Stone pore structure (SP)

A visible and tangible stone structure is 

embossed into the surface to achieve this 

very special look. It is almost impossible 

for the naked eye to tell the difference 

between real stone fl oors.

Pore structure (P)

Subtle but effective: the fi ne pore struc-

ture makes laminate fl ooring look alive 

and authentic. Individual wood grains 

look far more realistic due to this.

Matt-gloss look (MG)

Captivatingly beautiful: a silky shimmer 

combined with subtle surface structure 

enhances the effect of plain colours and 

accentuates old wood, metal and textile 

looks.
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Link to Mouldings Range:
www.meister.com/en/accessories/
fl ooring-accessories/mouldings.html

For the perfect fi nish – 
 details that simply match.

1 Universal profi les

The professional and proven installation 

solution for transitions, ends and 

expansion joints.

2 Universal stair profi les

Stairs with MEISTER fl oor elements can 

be easily covered with matching profi les.

4

5

Skirting boards

These modern square-shaped skirting 

boards are available in many surfaces. 

Skirting boards coated in a white fi lm 

which can be painted by the customer in 

any colour you like.

3 Skirting boards

Three selected profi les to match all the 

decor/wood shades in the parquet, cork 

and laminate fl ooring range provide the 

perfect fi nish.

6 Under lay material (not allocated) 

High-performance range of insulating underlay 

for effective sound absorption in the room and the 

reduction of footfall transmitted to rooms below. 

7 Ceiling edging

Three different ceiling edging profi les 

guarantee clean edging for walls and 

ceilings.

Hamburg skirting boards (not allocated)

The elegant classic among skirting boards 

can be combined with any fl oor.
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 4

 8

11

12

10

14

Link to 
insulating underlay:

www.meister.com/en/
accessories/fl ooring-accessories/

insulating-underlays.html

You can fi nd the whole accessories range at www.meister.com

A perfect living atmosphere results when all the elements in a room are perfectly coordinated to 

one another. These include, for example, mouldings that match the fl oor or panels for attractive 

joints or special profi les for successful room transitions. Lights can also contribute a great deal to 

the room atmosphere with their individual light effects. We also offer you suitable care products 

so that you can enjoy your fl oor for a long time after installation.

14 Attachment lights

The lights are versatile in application and offer 

the option of choosing between warm white 

or bright clear light.

13 Recessed lights 

The modern lighting range with its LED; low voltage 

and high voltage lights offers plenty of creative 

possibilities to create effective room and accent 

lighting.

9 LED recessed lights

Our recessed lights, such as FLAT Quadro, 

are ideal as orientation lighting and impress 

with their compact dimensions.

10 LED panel lights 

To match wall and ceiling 

installations and ideal for indirect 

lighting or creating accent 

lighting. 

11 Glass fl oor lights

Decorative and atmospheric accent lighting 

can be fitted to the SP 400 system panel 

shelf inserts using glass fl oor lights.

12
Shelving rails

If the SP 400 system panel elements are assembled 

with a live aluminium rail, they can be fi tted with 

decorative lights, e.g. glass fl oor lights.

15 Care products (not allocated)

The range of care products are specifi cally 

for cleaning MEISTER fl oors.

8 Corner mouldings

Perfectly coordinated special 

mouldings, e.g. large corner mouldings 

for many corners, angles and edges.

LAMINATE FLOORING | ACCESSORIES



It could be easy to lose track of the many excellent properties our MEISTER-laminate fl ooring has – 

but you don‘t have to. We have allocated coloured symbols to our fl oors, which highlight the most 

important product properties and make it easier for you to fi nd your way around.

Intelligent and beautiful? It is possible!

Technology for a long life

MEISTER premium laminate fl ooring stays beautiful for longer. Two reasons for this are the Diamond Pro surface for high scratch-re-

sistance and the AquaSafe system for maximum reduction of the laminate fl oor‘s swelling ability. Integrated sound absorption adds 

yet another pleasant quiet feature to MEISTER-laminate fl ooring‘s many other excellent properties.

Noise reducing
The integrated sound absorption in the Silence 
collections (S) is achieved using a heavy, elastic 
sound-absorbing cushion made from high-quality 
PUR mineral blend. It optimally reduces the noise 
levels and is also able to balance out unevenness 
in the floors. It creates a firm and flat contact with 
the subfloor and also counteracts the develop-
ment of noise.

Diamond Pro®

Newly developed test methods impressively 
prove that the new Diamond Pro® surface even 
increases our laminate flooring‘s resistance to 
micro-scratches and abrasion and provides 
additional protection against wear.

AquaSafe system
The special impregnation, AquaSafe anti-swelling 
HDF base board and lasting, secure joint that results 
from the profile‘s specially developed and patented 
geometry, are the compelling advantages of the 
AquaSafe system. As this is how it effectively 
prevents surfaces, floors and edges from swelling 
in the event of contact with water.

Easy to install

thanks to the patented 

Masterclic Plus

Anti-static

thanks to special

material properties

Unique

as it‘s the world‘s fi rst 

2.60m long laminate 

château plank

LB 250

LD 400

LD 300 | 25 Melango | LD 300 | 25 S Melango

LD 300 | 20 Melango | LD 300 | 20 S Melango

LD 200 | LD 200 S

LS 300 | LS 300 S

LC 200 | LC 200 S

LC 100 | LC 100 S
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This overview helps you to fi nd the fl oor that is right for your requirements and wishes more quickly. 

Whether it be very stable, special sound absorption, extra easy to install or convincingly ecological, all 

the important attributes are listed here for each collection.

Wear class 23

The ideal fl oor for all living 

areas with heavy wear such 

as kitchens, hallways, home 

offi ces etc.

Wear class 32

The ideal fl oor for commercial 

areas with normal wear such 

as offi ces, waiting rooms, 

boutiques etc.

Wear class 31

The ideal fl oor for commercial 

areas with normal wear such 

as hotel rooms, small offi ces, 

conference rooms etc.

Wear class 33

The ideal fl oor for commercial 

areas with heavy wear such 

as open-plan offi ces, depart-

ment stores, public buildings 

etc.

Edge design
With some collections the edges of 
planks that lie next to each other 
merge together into a V-bevel. This 
emphasises the character of the 
planks or tiles over the installed area 
and makes the overall look really 
authentic.

Grey all-round V-bevel | (with LB 250)
(black with LB 250 | Plain pure white 6097)

Longitudinal V-bevel 
(with LD 300 | 20 Melango, LD 200)

All-round V-bevel 
(with LD 400, LD 300 | 25 Melango and 
LS 300)

Smooth transitions 
(with LC 200 and LC 100)

Laminate flooring is not suitable for installation in humid rooms (bathrooms, saunas etc.)

Noise reducing

with integrated sound-

absorbing cushion

Silence collections (S)

Sophisticated

thanks to innovative 

and high-quality 

surface structures

Natural

thanks to a real 

variety of planks

Tough

thanks to the 

Diamond Pro® 

surface

Resistant to 

humidity

thanks to the 

AquaSafe system



LB 250

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

White sandstone 
6047 | Imitation (SP)

Travertine 6048 
Imitation (SP)

Sandstone 147 
Imitation (SP)

Beige marble 6045 
Imitation (SP)

Cream textile 6146 
Imitation (MG)

Plain pure white 6097 
Decor (MG)

|  Wear class 23 | 32

|  12 Surfaces

|  All-round V-bevel

|  Extensive protection against moisture with 

the AquaSafe system

|  Diamond Pro surface

|  Antistatic surface

|  Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty*

25 years in living areas

5 years in commercial areas

|  Thickness: 8mm 

|  Effective measurement: 632 × 325mm

LB 250

For the explanation of abbreviations please see pages 46 and 47
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Slate grey 6136 
Imitation (SP)

Dark grey sandstone 
6046 | Imitation (SP)

Slate anthracite 6137 
Imitation (SP)

Anthracite textile 
6150 | Imitation (MG)

Grey textile 6149 
Imitation (MG)

Slate sahara 6138 
Imitation (SP)

LB 250

You can fi nd larger images of installed surfaces at www.meister.com



* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Off-white cracked 
oak 6295 
Wood effect (PS)

Natural cracked oak 
6290 | Wood effect 
(PS)

Natural oak 6326 
Wood effect (EP)

Antique grey cracked 
oak 6329
Wood effect (PS)

Brown vintage larch 
6296 | Wood effect 
(WM)

Grey oak 6328 
Wood effect (EP)

Natural oak 
harmonious 6331 
Wood effect (PS)

Light cracked oak 
6294 | Wood effect 
(PS)

Light oak harmonious 
6291 | Wood effect 
(PS)

White oak 6327 
Wood effect (EP)

|  1-Strip (plank)

|  Wear class 23 | 32

| 10 Surfaces

|  All-round V-bevel

|  Extensive protection against moisture with 

the AquaSafe system

|  Diamond Pro surface

|  Antistatic surface

|  Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty* 

25 years in living areas

5 years in commercial areas

|  Thickness: 10.5mm

|  Effective measurement: 2600 × 238mm

LD 400

For the explanation of abbreviations please see pages 46 and 47
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* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

White oak 
harmonious 6139 
Wood effect (PS)

Caramel oak 6276 
Wood effect (PS)

Mohair grey 
vintage oak 6288 
Wood effect (WM)

Toffee oak 6275 
Wood effect (PS)

Natural vintage oak 
6287 | Wood effect 
(WM)

Titanium oak 6278 
Wood effect (PS)

White grey oak 6277 
Wood effect (PS)

Cappuccino cracked 
vintage oak 6317 
Wood effect (PS)

White lyed cracked 
vintage oak 6315 
Wood effect (PS)

Pure oak 6286 
Wood effect (WM)

| 1-Strip (plank)

| Wear class 23 | 32

| 12 Surfaces

| All-round V-bevel

|  Extensive protection against moisture with 

the AquaSafe system

|  Diamond Pro surface

|  Antistatic surface

|  With sound-absorbing cushion on request

|  Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty* 

25 years in living areas

5 years in commercial areas

|  Thickness: 9mm 

(11.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion)

|  Effective measurement: 2052 × 248mm

Patented product DE 102006001 155 | RU 237 2208

LD 300 | 25 Melango | LD 300 | 25 S Melango

LAMINATE FLOORING | COLLECTIONS

You can fi nd larger images of installed surfaces at www.meister.com



Nougat vintage pine 
6284 | Wood effect 
(PS)

Brown cracked 
vintage oak 6316 
Wood effect (PS)

LD 300 | 25 Melango | LD 300 | 25 S Melango

For the explanation of abbreviations please see pages 46 and 47
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* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Silver grey pine 791 
Wood effect (PS)

Arctic white oak 
6503 | Wood effect 
(PS)

White grey oak 6277 
Wood effect (PS)

Light oak 286 
Wood effect (PS)

Grey oak 6132 
Wood effect (PS)

Cream grey oak 6285 
Wood effect (PS)

Light oak 
harmonious 6133 
Wood effect (PS)

Light vintage pine 
6283 | Wood effect 
(PS)

White oak 
harmonious 6139 
Wood effect (PS)

Pure ash 6286 
Wood effect (WM)

LD 300 | 20 Melango | LD 300 | 20 S Melango

|  1-Strip (plank)

|  Wear class 23 | 32

| 16 Surfaces

|  Longitudinal V-bevel

|  Extensive protection against moisture with 

the AquaSafe system

|  Diamond Pro surface

|  Antistatic surface

|  With sound-absorbing cushion on request

|  Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty* 

25 years in living areas

5 years in commercial areas

|  Thickness: 9mm 

(11.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion)

|  Effective measurement: 2052 × 208mm

Patented product DE 102006001 155 | RU 237 2208

LAMINATE FLOORING | COLLECTIONS

You can fi nd larger images of installed surfaces at www.meister.com



Smoked oak 6035 
Wood effect (PS)

Medium oak 6131 
Wood effect (PS)

Brown oak 6036 
Wood effect (PS)

Walnut lively 6140 
Wood effect (P)

Natural oak 287 
Wood effect (PS)

Titanium oak 6278 
Wood effect (PS)

LD 300 | 20 Melango | LD 300 | 20 S Melango

For the explanation of abbreviations please see pages 46 and 47
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* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Light timber 6279 
Wood effect (MP)

Cappuccino oak 6263 
Wood effect (WM)

Light boathouse oak 
6259 | Wood effect 
(RP)

Natural cracked oak 
6290 | Wood effect 
(PS)

Nougat oak 6269 
Wood effect (RP)

Café latte oak 6267 
Wood effect (RP)

Oak 6032 
Wood effect (WM)

Pure oak 6270
Wood effect (PS)

Off-white cracked 
oak 6295
Wood effect (PS)

White spruce 6025 
Wood effect (WM)

|  1-Strip (plank)

|  Wear class 23 | 32

| 12 Surfaces

|  Longitudinal V-bevel

|  Extensive protection against moisture with 

the AquaSafe system

|  Diamond Pro surface

|  Antistatic surface

|  With sound-absorbing cushion on request

|  Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty*

25 years in living areas

5 years in commercial areas

|  Thickness: 8mm 

(10.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion)

|  Effective measurement: 1287 × 198mm

LD 200 | LD 200 S

LAMINATE FLOORING | COLLECTIONS

You can fi nd larger images of installed surfaces at www.meister.com



Smoked oak 6028 
Wood effect (PS)

Copper grey oak 
6272 | Wood effect 
(PS)

LD 200 | LD 200 S

For the explanation of abbreviations please see pages 46 and 47
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* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Marzipan oak 6268 
Wood effect (RP)

Maple 6017
Wood effect (P)

Natural timber 6280 
Wood effect (MP)

Light cracked oak 
6258 | Wood effect 
(WM)

Rustic oak 6018
Wood effect (PS)

Natural oak 6151
Wood effect (S)

Cappuccino oak 6263 
Wood effect (WM)

Vanilla oak 6265 
Wood effect (RP)

White spruce 6025 
Wood effect (WM)

Opaque white oak 
6536 | Wood effect 
(WM)

|  1-Strip

|  Wear class 23 | 32

|  14 Surfaces

|  All-round V-bevel

|  Extensive protection against moisture with 

the AquaSafe system

|  Diamond Pro surface

|  Antistatic surface

|  With sound-absorbing cushion on request

|  Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty* 

25 years in living areas

5 years in commercial areas

|  Thickness: 8mm 

(10.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion)

|  Effective measurement: 1287 × 140mm

LS 300 | LS 300 S

LAMINATE FLOORING | COLLECTIONS

You can fi nd larger images of installed surfaces at www.meister.com



Copper grey oak 6272 
Wood effect (PS)

Nougat oak 6269 
Wood effect (RP)

Dark oak 6148 
Wood effect (S)

Caramel oak 6271 
Wood effect (PS)

LS 300 | LS 300 S

For the explanation of abbreviations please see pages 46 and 47
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* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Light oak 6147 
1-strip | Wood effect 
(S)

Light oak 6011
3-strip | Wood effect 
(P)

Pure cracked oak 
6282 | 1-strip 
Wood effect (RP)

Café latte oak 6267 
1-strip | Wood effect 
(RP)

Copper grey oak 
6272 | 1-strip 
Wood effect (PS)

Dark hemlock 6058 
1-strip | Wood effect 
(PS)

Sahara oak 6262
1-strip | Wood effect 
(RP)

Ash 6175 | 3-strip 
Wood effect (P)

Snow white larch 
6320 | 1-strip 
Wood effect (WM)

|   Wear class 23 | 32

| 20 Surfaces

|  Extensive protection against moisture with 

the AquaSafe system

|  Diamond Pro surface

| Antistatic surface

|  With sound-absorbing cushion on request

|  Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty*

25 years in living areas

5 years in commercial areas

|  Thickness: 8mm 

(10.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion)

|  Effective measurement: 1287 × 198mm

LC 200 | LC 200 S

Pure oak 6270 
1-strip | Wood effect 
(PS)

LAMINATE FLOORING | COLLECTIONS

You can fi nd larger images of installed surfaces at www.meister.com



Wenge 454 | 2-strip 
Wood effect (WF)

Acacia 782 | 2-strip 
Wood effect (P)

Oak 6079 | 3-strip
Wood effect (PS)

Beech 201 | 3-strip 
Wood effect (P)

Maple 6017 | 1-strip 
Wood effect (P)

Nougat oak 6269 
1-strip | Wood effect 
(RP)

Maple 202 | 3-strip 
Wood effect (P)

Alder 6056 | 2-strip 
Wood effect (P)

Natural rustic oak 
6135 | 1-strip 
Wood effect (MP)

Light walnut 6141 
3-strip | Wood effect 
(PS)

LC 200 | LC 200 S

For the explanation of abbreviations please see pages 46 and 47
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* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Cappuccino cracked 
oak 6318 | 1-strip 
Wood effect (WM)

Toffee oak 6266 
1-strip | Wood effect 
(RP)

White oak 6001 
3-strip | Wood effect 
(P)

White maple 6003 
1-strip | Wood effect 
(WF)

White maple 6152 
2-strip | Wood effect 
(S)

Marzipan oak 6268 
1-strip | Wood effect 
(RP)

Maple 6007 | 2-strip 
Wood effect (P)

Pure oak distinctive 
6273 | 1-strip
Wood effect (RP)

Rustic oak 6020 
2-strip | Wood effect 
(WF)

Clay grey cracked oak 
6232 | 1-strip 
Wood effect (WM)

|  Wear class 23 | 31

|  20 Surfaces

|  Extensive protection against moisture with 

the AquaSafe system

|  Diamond Pro surface

|  Antistatic surface

|  With sound-absorbing cushion on request

|  Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty*

20 years in living areas

5 years in commercial areas

|  Thickness: 7mm 

(9.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion)

|  Effective measurement: 1287 × 198mm

LC 100 | LC 100 S

LAMINATE FLOORING | COLLECTIONS

You can fi nd larger images of installed surfaces at www.meister.com



Walnut 211
3-strip | Wood effect 
(P)

Silver spruce 6004 
1-strip | Wood effect 
(WF)

Oak 6079 | 3-strip 
Wood effect (PS)

Beech 201 | 3-strip 
Wood effect (P)

Alpine grey larch 
6274 | 1-strip
Wood effect (WM)

Maple 6077 | 3-strip 
Wood effect (PS)

Wild pear 6084 
3-strip | Wood effect 
(MP)

Cognac cracked oak 
6281 | 1-strip 
Wood effect (RP)

Antique brown 
cracked oak 6319 
1-strip | Wood effect 
(WM)

Dark walnut 6081 
3-strip | Wood effect 
(PS)

LC 100 | LC 100 S

For the explanation of abbreviations please see pages 46 and 47



LD 400 | Vintage brown larch 6296 | Wood effect

LD 300 | 20 Melango | Medium oak 6131 | Wood effect
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We have been impressing with innovative products, practical system solutions and attractive 

designs for more than 80 years. We are constantly developing ourselves, our company and 

our range. As we know: you expect the best all the time.  

And that‘s what we want to give you.

MEISTER is committed to its location.

We think internationally but remain a German company – 640 employees 

guarantee Made in Germany premium quality day in day out.

MEISTER is a leading innovator.

Intelligent ideas make us the driving force behind the industry – over 200 patents and  

utility models are impressive evidence of this.

MEISTER accepts responsibility for the environment.

We act sustainably in all areas – careful product selection protects resources and the climate.

MEISTER stands for specialist retail.

We focus on reliable partnerships with specialist retail and specialist trade – our ”100% PRO 

Producer/Dealer/Craftsmen“ network guarantees first-class products, professional advice and 

expert assembly.

Every day a 
 masterpiece
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